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BEACHY HEAD COTTAGE

Barbados

This charming two bedroom, two bathroom cottage within the Beachy Head complex, sits on the cliff

overlooking the sea on the dramatic St. Philip coast.  Wonderful views of the ocean are visible from the

house but also especially from the roof deck over the verandah where you may enjoy early morning coffee

while watching a breathtaking sunrise from this peaceful spot.  The roof deck is also a favourite spot for

guests to watch the changing colours of the sky as the sun sets on the other side of the island in the

evenings.  The house has a modern open plan kitchen with granite counter tops, glass tile back splash and

modern applicances.  The kitchen opens to the living and dining area of the cottage and also looks out to

the verandah and the ocean beyond.  The master bedroom has a queen bed and opens into the shared,

spacious, modern bathroom with shower.  This bathroom is also easily accessible from the other double

bedroom in the cottage.  The covered verandah and large front lawn also provide ideal spots for lounging,

either in the shade, or if preferred to soak up the tropical suns rays on the roof deck or lawn as desired.  

The lovely cottage provides a quiet, romantic spot for up to 4 guests or as additional accommodation for

larger parties that may have rented the entire complex including the 4 bedroom main house.

More Information

Property Reference: 
144

External Link: External Link: 
Link

Rental Rates

Summer Rates: 
$225 US /night $1,575 US /week 

Winter Rates: 
$300 US /night $2,100 US /week 



Yes Name: Ron Stoutes

Telephone:

+1 (246) 423-6800 / 

(246) 423-6215
Make Enquiry

Property Type:  Villa

Bedrooms:  2

Bathrooms:  1

Listed:  15 Mar 2024
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